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Discussion #9

Name:

Geometry of Least Squares

1. Consider the following diagram for the geometry of least squares. Fill in the blanks on the

diagram with one of the following: (Note that �̂ is the optimal �, and ↵ is an arbitrary vector.)

• span{X}
• ~y

• X~↵
• X�̂
• ~y � X�̂
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2. Use the figure above, to explain why, for all ↵ 2 Rp
,

k~y � X↵k2 � k~y � X�̂k2

3. From the figure above, what can we say about the residuals and the column space of X?

Explain your statement using linear algebra ideas.

4. Derive the normal equations from the fact above. That is, starting from the orthogonality of

the residuals and column space of X, derive Xt~y = XtX~̂�.

5. What must be be true about X for the normal equation to be solvable, i.e., to get a solution for
~̂�?

What does this imply about the rank of X and the features that it represents?

Bydefinition B issuchthat Xphasclosestdistanceto y this
means Ily xp112 isminimized when B D AnyotherB
when a I will have a greateror equalvaluefor 11y XB112

residuals orthogonal to columnspace of

VERY IMPORTANT

T T

See end of worksheet for solution

Normal equation xTx Ty
If TX exists ph CxTx xTy
XTx exists only if X is full column rank which

also means the features X contains must be

linearly independent

see endof worksheet for why TX exists onlywhen

is full column rank
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Dummy Variables/One-hot Encoding

In order to include a qualitative variable in a model, we convert it into a collection of dummy

variables. These dummy variables take on only the values 0 and 1. For example, suppose we have

a qualitative variable with 3 levels, call them A, B, and C, respectively. For concreteness, we use

a specific example with 10 observations:

[A,A,A,A,B,B,B,C, C, C]

In linear modeling, we represent this variable with 3 dummy variables, ~xA, ~xB, and ~xC arranged

left to right in the following design matrix. This representation is also called one-hot encoding.

2

666666666666664

1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

3

777777777777775

We will show that the fitted coefficients for ~xA, ~xB, and ~xC are ȳA, ȳB, and ȳC , the average of the

yi values for each of the groups, respectively.

6. Show that the columns of X are orthogonal, (i.e., the dot product between any pair of column

vectors is 0).

XaXpsXc

DotProduct of x andy Ty xi yi

For anytwovectors we
choosefrom XA XB x the ithentry

of these 2 vectors is never both 1 bytheway we

constructed A Xps and xc thus theproduct of the ith

entries is always 0 so the dot product is always 0
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7. Show that

XtX =

2

4
nA 0 0
0 nB 0
0 0 nC

3

5

Here, nA, nB, nC are the number of observations in each of the three groups defined by the levels

of the qualitative variable.

8. Show that

Xt~y =

2

4

P
i2A yiP
i2B yiP
i2C yi

3

5

9. Use the results from the previous questions to solve the normal equations for �̂, i.e.,

�̂ = [XtX]�1Xt~y

=

2

4
ȳA
ȳB
ȳC

3

5

T

ex xa x axe

ftp.YI oxt fEIEI oxtx EEEIfIxII f Iax x xoxo
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fit ni

is an A

X x Ff Ig you can leakthisupto verify

E tE Ht



Derive x xp Ty using the fact that the residuals are
orthogonal to the columns of X

Notethat a matrix vectorproduct Ax canbe
viewed as the dot

product of the rows of A with x

E It
The residual is y XB and we knowthis is orthogonalto the

Xmas of X If x1 sXp are the columns of X then

y xp xa y Xpi xp y XB 0 In matrixnotation

this translates to XT y XB 0 The XT resultsfromthe

fact that matrix vector products contain the dotproducts of the

roues of the matrix with the vector and in this case we

care about the columns

xT y XB O

xTy xtXp o

xTy
T



xt x exists only when is full column rank

Remember that XTx exists only if XtX isfoll columnrank

Thus all we need to show is that KTX is full columnrank

First remember that X is full columnrank means X has a

trivial empty nullspace Thus oneway of showing that
XY

is full column rank is by showing Tx has a trivial nullspace

nullspace x is definedby Xu 0

nullspace Hx is defined by X x u O

But X x u XT Xu x to 0 Thus if u is inthe nullspace

of X it must also be in the nullspace of XTX


